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Introductory remarks

The software currently used for Muon Collider studies is >98% ILCSoft,
a common simulation/reconstruction framework developed by F. Gaede
(DESY) and many others for ILC and CLIC studies:

ILCSoft repository: https://github.com/iLCSoft;

documentation: https://github.com/iLCSoft/ilcsoftDoc.

Our approach was to start with CLIC’s ILCSoft, a complete, GRID-
ready, well supported and documented framework, and adjust it to 
the different experimental challenges of a Muon Collider. 
The version we share today is still at a development stage, 
future changes are expected and, indeed, required: 

Muon Collider Software repository:
https://github.com/MuonColliderSoft.

https://github.com/iLCSoft
https://github.com/iLCSoft/ilcsoftDoc
https://github.com/MuonColliderSoft


ILCSoft overview 
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ILCSoft main components

LCIO (Linear Collider I/O): provides the event data model and the
          persistency framework.

github.com/iLCSoft/LCIO.

DD4hep (Detector Description for High Energy Physics): detector 
               geometry description for both the full simulation and the
               reconstruction and interface to GEANT4.

dd4hep.web.cern.ch/dd4hep.

Marlin (Modular Analysis & Reconstruction for the LINear collider):
           is the application framework, based on processors dedicated
           to specific tasks.

github.com/iLCSoft/Marlin.

https://github.com/iLCSoft/LCIO
https://dd4hep.web.cern.ch/dd4hep/
https://github.com/iLCSoft/Marlin
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ILCSoft workflow

ILCSoft workflow has three
steps:

generation; 

simulation;

digitization + 
reconstruction.

F. Gaede
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Generation step

Not part of the ILCSoft framework, we have to run our favorite
event generator by ourselves.

We mostly rely on our theorist colleagues for this, generating
μμ  X processes in the multi-TeV regime might be in general 
tricky.
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Simulation step

Based on GEANT4. The most common generator formats are 
supported in input: stdhep, HEPEvt, hepevt, hepmc, slcio.

Detector model: 

muon 
chambers

hadronic
calorimeter

electromagnetic
calorimeter

superconducting
solenoid (4T)

tracking system

shielding nozzles
(tungsten + borated 
polyethylene cladding) 

More details on the subdetectors in the backup slides.
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Digitization/reconstruction step

Digitization:

tracker: Gaussian smearing of SIM hits’ positions and times, time window;

calorimeters: simple digitization with an energy calibration constant, an
                     energy threshold and a selection time window;

muon detectors: simple digitization with an energy calibration constant,
                           an energy threshold and energy saturation. 

Reconstruction:

tracks: pattern recognition based on conformal mapping and cellular
            automaton (E. Brondolin et al., arXiv:1908.00256) + Kalman
            filter fit;

calorimeter clusters: Pandora Particle Flow Algorithm (J.S. Marshall and
            M.A. Thomson, arXiv:1308.4537) to recognize different patterns
            of hits released by different particle types in the high granularity 
            calorimeters; 

jets: PF-objects clusterizing implemented in FastJet with a Kt algorithm 
            with R=0.5.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.00256
https://arxiv.org/abs/1308.4537


Hands-on session 
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ILCSoft installation

Installation instructions (on a CentOS8 machine) may be found here:

Muon Collider ILCSoft intallation.

But there is no need for installation today! 
We’ve prepared a container with the Muon Collider software installed
and properly set up. 

Thanks to 

P. Andreetto, A. Gianelle, M. Heintz, D. Mason, K. Pedro, A. Perloff, and M. Tonjes
for their advice and help with the software setup!

https://sites.google.com/site/muoncollider/ilcsoft/installation
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Muon Collider software setup

On cmslpc-sl7:

access the singularity container with the Muon Collider software:

quick test to check that everything is working properly:

ddsim -h

Marlin -h

           If the ddsim and Marlin executables are not found, run the ILCSoft setup script:

           source /opt/ilcsoft/v02-01-pre/init_ilcsoft.sh

      and check again. 

FYI, the ILCSoft sources, libraries, and executables are installed here:

     /opt/ilcsoft/v02-01-pre/

singularity run -B /uscms_data/d1/casarsa/MuC:/data \

/cvmfs/unpacked.cern.ch/registry.hub.docker.com/infnpd/mucoll-ilc-framework\:1.0-centos8
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μ−μ+  Hνν  bbνν  at 1.5 TeV

Preparation:

mkdir MuC_tutorial
cd MuC_tutorial

Generation step   done (with PYTHIA 8):

/data/samples/1p5TeV/mumuHbb/mumu2H2bb750.stdhep

simulation step:

cp /data/config/sim/sim_steer_mumuHbb.py .

ddsim --steeringFile sim_steer_mumuHbb.py

output: mumuHbb_sim.slcio

__ _
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SIM steering file (I)

detector geometry

number of events

output file

input file
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SIM steering file (II)

Details on the particle gun generation in the backup slides.
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SIM steering file (III)
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μ−μ+  Hνν  bbνν  at 1.5 TeV

Preparation:

mkdir MuC_tutorial

cd MuC_tutorial

Generation step   done (with PYTHIA 8):

/data/samples/1p5TeV/mumuHbb/mumu2H2bb750.stdhep

simulation step:

cp /data/config/sim/sim_steer_mumuHbb.py .

ddsim --steeringFile sim_steer_mumuHbb.py

output: mumuHbb_sim.slcio

Digitization/reconstruction step:

cp /data/config/reco/reco_steer.xml .

Marlin reco_steer.xml

output:  Output_REC.slcio, histograms.root

__ _

contains some diagnostics plots and trees
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RECO steering file

The Marlin steering file is in xml format:
<marlin>

   ⁝

</marlin>

Three main sections:

execute section (ordered list of processors to be executed):
<execute>
    <processor name="MyAIDAProcessor"/>
    <processor name="MyTestProcessor"/>
    <processor name="MyLCIOOutputProcessor"/>
</execute>

global section (global settings):
  <global>

          <parameter name="LCIOInputFiles"> input.slcio </parameter>
          <parameter name="MaxRecordNumber" value="1000" />
      </global>

processor section (processor configuration):
  <processor name="MyLCIOOutputProcessor" type="LCIOOutputProcessor">

          <parameter name="LCIOOutputFile" type="string"> Output_DST.slcio </parameter>
          <parameter name="DropCollectionTypes" type="StringVec">
               SimCalorimeterHit
               SimTrackerHit
          </parameter>
          <parameter name="LCIOWriteMode" type="string" value="WRITE_NEW"/>
          <parameter name="SplitFileSizekB" type="int">1048576 </parameter>
          <parameter name="Verbosity" type="string">WARNING </parameter>
      </processor>
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RECO steering file example (I)

input file

number of events

output file

detector
geometry
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RECO steering file example (II)

Configuration of the VXD detector digitizer processor:

spatial resolution

time selection window

time resolution
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RECO steering file example (II)

Configuration of the ConformalTracking processor 

github.com/iLCSoft/ConformalTracking.

https://github.com/iLCSoft/ConformalTracking
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Configuration of the ECAL digitizer processor:

RECO steering file example (III)
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Configuration of the vertexing processor:

RECO steering file example (IV)
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Some useful tools

Number of events saved in an output file:

lcio_event_counter Output_REC.slcio

List of collections saved in the slcio files:

anajob Output_REC.slcio | less

(more infos executing anajob w/o argument or options).

Dump of collections’ content:

dumpevent Output_REC.slcio 1

  (more infos executing dumpevent -h).

NB: http://lcio.desy.de/v02-09/doc/doxygen_api/html/annotated.html represents a  
       convenient source of information about the objects saved in the collections (in particular the EVENT
       namespace)

http://lcio.desy.de/v02-09/doc/doxygen_api/html/annotated.html
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anajob output
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dumpevent output
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An analysis ntuple: LCTuple

LCTuple is a configurable flat ROOT tree, produced from the collections in 
the slcio files. Examples of Marlin steering files to produce the LCTuple and 
of ROOT macros to access the LCTuple may be found at:

github.com/iLCSoft/LCTuple.

In short, to produce a LCTuple:

cp /data/config/reco/lctuple_steer.xml .

Marlin lctuple_steer.xml

output: lctuple_example.root

https://github.com/iLCSoft/LCTuple
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LCTuple steering file
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LCTuple content

 

event MC particles Reco PF objects reco jets reco tracks reco vtx
links to the
MC truth

NB: The quickest way to decode
       the variable names is to go 
       directly to the source.  

https://github.com/iLCSoft/LCTuple/tree/master/src
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An example of LCTuple

Example of an LCTuple for the full H  bb sample:

/data/samples/1p5TeV/mumuHbb/mumu2H2bb750_lctuple.root

NB: There are 4 entries for
each track parameter,
corresponding to 4 
different positions
along the trajectory. 
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Event display

To open the C Event Display (CED):

NB: be patient, it takes some time to build the geometry ...

Documentation at: github.com/iLCSoft/CED/blob/master/doc/manual.pdf

ced2go \

-d /opt/ilcsoft/v02-01-pre/detector-simulation/geometries/CLIC_o3_v14_mod3/CLIC_o3_v14.xml \

Output_REC.slcio

μμ→H ν ν̄→b b̄ν ν̄

at 1.5 TeV

https://github.com/iLCSoft/CED/blob/master/doc/manual.pdf


Hic sunt leones:
the beam-induced bkg
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The beam-induced bkg (I)

Beam-induced background (BIB) in the detector at 1.5 TeV for one bunch-crossing:

generated by N. Mokhov with MARS15.

production point of the bkg particles 
that are reaching the detector

entry point of the bkg particles

750-GeV μ− beam
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750-GeV μ− beam

The beam-induced bkg (II)
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photons

〈Pγ〉 = 1.7 MeV 
electrons

〈Pe〉 = 6.0 MeV 

neutrons

〈Pn〉 = 480 MeV 

ch. hadrons

〈Pch. had.〉 = 460 MeV 

muons

〈Pμ〉 = 7.0 GeV 

The beam-induced bkg (III)
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750-GeV μ− beam

t −
|⃗r|
c

[ns ] t −
|⃗r|
c

[ns ]

The beam-induced bkg (IV)
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Running with the beam-induced bkg

BIB from one simulated bunch-crossing at 1.5 TeV (split into 2993 pseudoevents in 16 files):

In the digitization step each signal event is overlaid with the BIB by the Overlay processor.
To switch it ON:
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Overlay processor configuration

time windows (in ns) in which
the detector hits are overlaid 

files with simulated BIB

All the 2993 pseudoevents
must be overlaid to 
have the full background.
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μ−μ+  Hνν  bbνν  + BIB at 1.5 TeV

Signal and BIB are overlaid in the digitization step: the signal and BIB samples must 
be generated and simulated prior to overlaying.

Digitization/reconstruction step with BIB overlay:

cp /data/config/reco/reco_steer_BIB.xml .

Marlin --Output_REC.LCIOOutputFile="Output_REC_BIB.slcio" reco_steer_BIB.xml

NB: Here we are overlaying only 0.3% of BIB!

__ _
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Quick comparison BIB/noBIB

1 H → bb event 1 H → bb event
+

0.3% BIB
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Memory issues with BIB reco

Two memory issues:

the BIB produces a huge amount of hits in the detector and requires
intrinsically a lot of RAM to store them for processing and more memory
is then required to store the objects built with them; 

malloc problem (LCIO issue #71): we can’t save all the collections we
need into the output file because the 2-GB limit of allocable memory by 
malloc() is hit.  

Need to rethink the data flow and review the memory management. 

https://github.com/iLCSoft/LCIO/issues/71
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Challenges with BIB reconstruction

Calorimeter clusters: 

the full event reconstruction requires ~62 GB RAM and takes 
~15 minutes on a 4 cpu Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2665 0 @ 2.40GHz 
with 64GB RAM.  

Jets:

using only calorimeter clusters so far;
traditional jet algorithms produce non-physical jets, too much energy
deposited by BIB;
working on algorithm improvements exploiting background subtraction, 
timing, and the longitudinal segmentation. 

Tracks:

the number of hit combinations to fit explodes;

in the short term, working on regional tracking and hit reduction by 
exploiting the VXD double layers and the timing information.

in the long run, rethink the pattern recognition.
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Contacts

Questions, but also advice and suggestions!, on the Muon Collider software
may be sent to the list:

  muon_collider_software@lists.infn.it



Backup 
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The tracking system

Vertex Detector (VXD)

4 double-sensor barrel layers:
at r = 3.1, 5.1, 7.4, 10.2 cm; 
50-μm thick Si sensors;

4+4 double-sensor disks:
at |Δz| = 8.0, 12.0, 20.0, 28.0 cm;
50-μm thick Si sensors.

Inner Tracker (IT)

3 barrel layers (100-μm thick):
at r = 12.7, 34.0, 55,4 cm;

7+7 disks (100-μm thick):
at |Δz| = 52.4, 80.8, 109.3, 137.7,
              166.1, 194.6, 219.0 cm;

Outer Tracker (OT)

3 barrel layers (100-μm thick):
at r = 81.9, 115.3, 148.6

4+4 disks (100-μm thick):
at |Δz| = 131, 161.7, 188.3, 219 cm.
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Calorimeter system

Electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)

40 layers of 1.9-mm W absorber and  
silicon pad sensors;

5x5 mm2 cell granularity;

22 X0 + 1 λI.

Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL)

60 layers of 19-mm steel absorber 
and plastic scintillating tiles;

30x30 mm2 cell granularity;

7.5 λI.
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Muon detectors

Muon Detectors

RPC sensor layers interleaved in the  
magnet’s iron return yoke;

7 layers in the barrel ans 6 layers in 
the endcaps;

30x30 mm2 cell size.
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Particle gun sample

Generation/simulation step:

cp /data/config/sim/sim_steer_muonGun.py .

ddsim --steeringFile sim_steer_muonGun.py

output: muonGun_sim.slcio

Digitization/reconstruction step:

cp /data/config/reco/reco_steer.xml .

Marlin reco_steer.xml

output:  Output_DST.slcio, Output_REC.slcio, histograms.root
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Particle gun: SIM steering file

detector geometry

particle gun switch

number of events

output file
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